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Many pra ti al optimization problems involve nonsmooth (that is, not ne essarily
di erentiable) fun tions of hundreds or thousands of variables. In su h problems,
the dire t appli ation of smooth gradient-based methods may lead to a failure due
to the nonsmooth nature of the problem. On the other hand, none of the urrent
general nonsmooth optimization methods is eÆ ient in large-s ale settings. In
this paper, we introdu e a new limited memory variable metri -based bundle
method for nonsmooth large-s ale optimization. In addition, we introdu e a new
set of a ademi test problems for large-s ale nonsmooth minimization. Finally, we
give some en ouraging results from numeri al experiments using both a ademi
and pra ti al test problems.
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Introdu tion

In this paper, we des ribe a limited memory bundle algorithm for solving
large nonsmooth (nondi erentiable) un onstrained optimization problems.
We write this problem as
(

minimize
subje t to

x

f( )

x2R

n

;

(1)

where the obje tive fun tion f : R n ! R is supposed to be lo ally Lips hitz
ontinuous and the number of variables n is supposed to be large.
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Nonsmooth optimization problems of type (1) arise in many elds of appli ations, for example, in image restoration (see, e.g., [10℄) and in optimal ontrol
(see, e.g., [20℄). The dire t appli ation of smooth gradient-based methods to
nonsmooth problems may lead to a failure in onvergen e, in optimality onditions, or in gradient approximation (see, e.g., [11℄). On the other hand,
dire t methods, for example, Powel's method (see, e.g., [3℄) employing no
derivative information, are quite unreliable and be ome ineÆ ient when the
size of the problem in reases.
The methods for solving nonsmooth optimization problems an be divided
into two main lasses: subgradient methods (see, e.g., [22℄) and bundle methods (see, e.g., [7, 8, 16, 19, 20℄). They are all based on the assumption that
at every point 2 R n , we an evaluate the value of the obje tive fun tion
f ( ) and an arbitrary subgradient  2 R n from the subdi erential (see [2℄)

x

x

x

x x ! x and rf (x ) exists g;

f ( ) = onvf lim rf ( i ) j
i!1

i

(2)

i

where \ onv" denotes the onvex hull of a set.
At the moment, bundle methods are regarded as the most e e tive and reliable methods for nonsmooth optimization (see, e.g., [19℄). Thus, we begin by
giving a short review of standard bundle methods to point out the basi ideas
and to motivate the need of solvers for large-s ale nonsmooth optimization
problems.
The basi idea of bundle methods is to approximate the subdi erential of the
obje tive fun tion by gathering the subgradients from previous iterations into
a bundle. We suppose that, in addition to the urrent iteration point k , we
have some auxiliary points j 2 R n (from previous iterations) and a bundle
of subgradients j 2 f ( j ) available for j 2 Jk , where Jk is a nonempty
subset of f1; : : : ; kg. We approximate the obje tive fun tion f by using a
pie ewise linear fun tion
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x

f^k ( ) = maxf f ( k ) + Tj (
j 2J
k

x x)

k
j

k

g;

(3)

where jk  0 is a so- alled subgradient lo ality measure (see, e.g., [20℄).
A sear h dire tion an be determined as

x + d) + 21 d M d g;
(4)
where the role of the stabilizing term 21 d M d is to guarantee the existen e
of the solution d and to keep the approximation lo al enough. The regular
d

k

= arg min f f^k (
d2R
n

T

k

T

k

k

k

and symmetri n  n -matrix Mk is intended to a umulate information about
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x

the urvature of the obje tive fun tion f in a ball around k . In the most
frequently used proximal bundle method, the matrix Mk is diagonal of the
form Mk = uk I , where I is the identity matrix and the weighting parameter
uk > 0 (see, e.g., [20℄).
The minimization of problem (4) is equivalent (see, e.g., [20℄) to the (smooth)
quadrati subproblem of nding the solution ( k ; vk ) 2 R n+1 of

d

(

1 T
2 d Mk d + v
k
T
for all j 2 Jk :
j + d j  v

minimize
subje t to

(5)

By duality this is equivalent to nding Lagrange multipliers kj for j
that solve the quadrati dual problem
8
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for all j 2 Jk :
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y
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A new auxiliary point k+1 is de ned by k+1 = k + tkR k , where tkR 2 (0; 1℄
is an appropriately hosen step size (see, e.g., [8℄). A serious step

x +1 = y +1
antly better than x , in other words,
f (y +1 )  f (x ) + " t v ;
k

is taken if

y +1 is signi
k

(7)

k

k

k

k

(8)

k
L R k

where "L 2 (0; 1=2) is a xed line sear h parameter and vk , whi h is the
solution of the problem (5), represent the predi ted des ent of f at k (see,
e.g., [19℄). Otherwise, a null step is taken that keeps the urrent iteration
point un hanged ( k+1 = k ) but the information about the obje tive fun tion is in reased by adding a new subgradient k+1 2 f ( k+1 ) into a bundle.
The global onvergen e of bundle methods with a limited number of stored
subgradients an be guaranteed by using a subgradient aggregation strategy,
whi h a umulates information from the previous iterations (see [8℄).
In their present form, bundle methods are eÆ ient for small- and mediums ale problems. However, their omputational demand expands in larges ale problems with more than 1000 variables. This is explained by the fa t
that bundle methods need relatively large bundles to be apable of solving
the problems eÆ iently. In other words, the size of the bundle has to be
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approximately the same as the number of variables and, thus, the quadrati
subproblem (6) be omes very time- onsuming to solve.
In variable metri bundle methods introdu ed by Luksan and Vlek [14, 24℄,
the sear h dire tion is al ulated by using the variable metri approximation
of the inverse of the Hessian matrix (Dk = Mk 1 in (6)). The idea of the
methods is to use only three subgradients: one al ulated at the urrent
iteration point k , one al ulated at the new auxiliary point k+1 , and an
aggregated one, ontaining information from previous iterations. Thus, the
dimension of the normally time- onsuming quadrati subproblem (6) is only
three and it an be solved with simple al ulations. However, variable metri
bundle methods use dense approximations of the Hessian matrix to al ulate
the sear h dire tion and, thus, also these methods be ome ineÆ ient when
the dimension of the problem in reases.
We have not found any general bundle-based solver for large-s ale nonsmooth
optimization problems from the literature. Thus, we an say that at the
moment the only possibility to optimize nonsmooth large-s ale problems is
to use some subgradient methods. However, the basi subgradient methods
su er from some serious disadvantages: a nondes ent sear h dire tion may
o ur, there exists no implementable stopping riterion, and the onvergen e
speed is poor (not even linear) (see, e.g., [11℄). On the other hand, the
more advan ed variable metri based subgradient methods (see, e.g., [22℄)
using dense matri es su er from the same drawba ks than the variable metri
bundle methods. This means that there is an evident need of reliable and
eÆ ient solvers for nonsmooth large-s ale optimization problems.
In this paper, we introdu e a new limited memory bundle method for larges ale nonsmooth un onstrained minimization. The method is a hybrid of
the variable metri bundle methods [14, 24℄ and the limited memory variable
metri methods (see, e.g., [1, 21℄), where the latter have been developed for
smooth large-s ale optimization. The new method uses all the ideas of the
variable metri bundle method but the sear h dire tion is al ulated using
a limited memory approa h. Thus, the time- onsuming quadrati subproblem (6) appearing in the standard bundle methods need not to be solved.
Furthermore, we use only few ve tors to represent the variable metri approximation of the Hessian matrix and, thus, we avoid storing and manipulating
large matri es as is the ase in variable metri bundle methods. These improvements make the limited memory bundle method suitable for large-s ale
optimization. Namely, the number of operations needed for the al ulation
of the sear h dire tion and the aggregate values is only linearly dependent on
the number of variables while, for example, with the original variable metri
bundle method, this dependen e is quadrati .
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This paper is organized as follows: In the following se tion we introdu e the
new limited memory bundle method. In Se tion 3, we introdu e a new set
of a ademi test problems for large-s ale nonsmooth minimization. Then, in
Se tion 4, we analyze numeri al experiments on erning some existing bundle methods and our new method. The numeri al results to be presented
demonstrate the usability of the new method with both smooth and nonsmooth large-s ale minimization problems. Finally, in Se tion 5, we on lude
by giving a short summary of the performan e of the methods tested.
2

Limited Memory Bundle Method

In this se tion, we present a new method for large-s ale nonsmooth un onstrained optimization. The method will be alled the limited memory bundle
method and its basi idea is very simple. We use all the ideas of variable
metri bundle methods but the variable metri approximation of the Hessian
matrix is al ulated by using a limited memory approa h. This means that
we use some ideas essential to bundle methods, namely the utilization of null
steps, simple aggregation of subgradients, and subgradient lo ality measures,
but the sear h dire tion is al ulated by using the limited memory variable
metri updates. The basi idea of this limited memory approa h is that the
variable metri update of the approximated Hessian is not onstru ted expli itly. The updates use the information of the last few iterations to impli itly
de ne a variable metri approximation. In pra ti e, this means that the approximation of the Hessian matrix is not as a urate as that of the original
variable metri bundle methods but both the storage spa e required and the
number of operations used are signi antly smaller. In smooth large-s ale
settings, there exist also some other possibilities to deal with the variable
metri approximation of the Hessian matrix (see, e.g., [4, 23℄). However, we
hose this limited memory approa h to be adopted for nonsmooth problems
be ause it does not need any information of the stru ture of the problem
or its Hessian. Thus, the only assumption required is that the obje tive
fun tion f is lo ally Lips hitz ontinuous.
Next, we go through the algorithm step by step and des ribe both its theoreti al properties and some details of the implementation. In what follows,
we use the following notations: the urrent iteration is denoted by k and
the approximation of the inverse of the Hessian matrix is denoted by D,
the subgradient of the obje tive fun tion is denoted by  and an aggregate
subgradient to be des ribed in Subse tion 2.3 is denoted by ~.
5

2.1

Dire tion Finding

d

In this subse tion, we des ribe how to nd the sear h dire tion k by using
the limited memory bundle method. The basi idea in dire tion nding is the
same as with the limited memory variable metri methods (see, e.g., [1℄) and
the approximations Dk are formed impli itly by using the limited memory
variable metri updates.
However, due to the usage of null steps some modi ations similar to variable
metri bundle methods [14, 24℄ have to be made: After a null step, the
approximation Dk is formed by using the limited memory SR1 update (see,
e.g., [1℄), sin e this update formula gives us a possibility of preserving the
boundedness of the generated matri es (that is, the eigenvalues of the matrix
lie in the ompa t interval not ontaining zero) (see, e.g., [24℄). In addition,
we use an aggregate subgradient ~k to al ulate the sear h dire tion

d

= Dk ~k :

k

(9)

Be ause the boundedness of the generated matri es is not required after
a serious step (see [24℄), the more eÆ ient limited memory BFGS update
formula (see, e.g., [1℄) is used to ompute the approximation Dk of the inverse
of the Hessian. The sear h dire tion k is al ulated by using the original
subgradient k 2 f ( k ). Thus, after a serious step, the sear h dire tion is
de ned by

d

x

d

= Dk k :

k

(10)

d

Note that the matrix Dk is not formed expli itly but the sear h dire tion k
is al ulated using the limited memory approa h to be des ribed in Subse tion 2.6.
2.2

Line Sear h

x

Next, we onsider how to al ulate a new iteration point k+1 when the sear h
dire tion k has been al ulated. Similarly to the standard bundle methods
and the variable metri bundle methods, we use the line sear h pro edure
(see, e.g., [24℄) that generates two points

d

x +1 = x
y +1 = x
k

k

d
d

+ tkL k
k
k + tR k ;

k

and

(11)

where tkR 2 (0; tkI ℄, tkL 2 [0; tkR ℄ are step sizes, tkI 2 [tmin ; tmax ) is the initial
step size, and tmax > 1 and tmin 2 (0; 1) are the upper and the lower bounds
6

for the initial step size tkI , respe tively. Note that in standard bundle methods the initial step size tkI is equal to 1 at every iteration (see, e.g., [20℄).
However, similarly to the original variable metri bundle method, we have
the possibility to use step sizes greater than 1 here, sin e the information
about the obje tive fun tion in luded in the matrix Dk , is not suÆ ient for a
proper step size determination in the nonsmooth ase (see [24℄). The initial
step size tkI is sele ted by using a bundle ontaining auxiliary points and orresponding fun tion values and subgradients. The pro edure used is exa tly
the same as in the original variable metri bundle method for non onvex obje tive fun tions. The detailed des ription of the sele tion of this step size
an be found in [24℄.
A ne essary ondition for a serious step to be taken is to have
tkR = tkL > 0

y

x

f ( k+1 )  f ( k )

and

(12)

"LtkR wk ;

where "L 2 (0; 1=2) is a xed line sear h parameter and wk > 0 represents
the desirable amount of des ent of f at k (note that this parameter is not
the same as vk in (8)). If the required ondition (12) is satis ed, we set

x

x +1 = y +1
k

(13)

k

and a serious step is taken. A null step is taken, if
tkR > tkL = 0

and

k

+1 + dTk k+1  "R wk ;

(14)

y

where "R 2 ("L ; 1) is a xed line sear h parameter, k+1 2 f ( k+1 ), and
k +1 is the subgradient lo ality measure similar to bundle methods (see, e.g.,
[19℄), that is,
k

+1 = maxfjf (xk )

y

y

x )  +1)j; ky +1 x k g; (15)

f ( k+1 ) + ( k+1

k

T

k

k

k

!

where  0 is a distan e measure parameter and !  1 is a lo ality measure
parameter supplied by the user. The distan e measure parameter an be
set to zero when f is onvex.
In the ase of a null step, we set

x +1 = x
k

(16)

k

but information about the obje tive fun tion is in reased be ause of the
auxiliary point k+1 and the auxiliary subgradient k+1 2 f ( k+1 ) that we
store.
The step sizes tkL and tkR for the limited memory bundle method an be
determined by using the line sear h pro edure quite similar to that at the

y

y
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original variable metri bundle method [24℄. However, in order to avoid
many onse utive null steps, we have added an additional interpolation step.
That is, we look for more suitable step sizes tkL and tkR by using an extra
interpolation loop if ne essary. The role of this additional step is that if we
have already taken a null step at the previous iteration, we rather try to nd
a step size suitable for a serious step (that is, so that (12) is valid) even if
the ondition (14) required for a null step was satis ed.
Note that under some semismoothness assumptions, the line sear h pro edure
used is guaranteed to nd the step sizes tkL and tkR su h that exa tly one of
the two possibilities, serious step or null step, o urs (see [24℄).
2.3

Subgradient Aggregation

In this subse tion, we des ribe the aggregation pro edure used with the limited memory bundle method. In prin iple, the aggregation pro edure is the
same as that with the original variable metri bundle methods [14, 24℄. However, sin e the matrix Dk is not formed expli itly here, the pra ti al implementation of the aggregation pro edure di ers from that of the original
method.
The aggregation pro edure uses three subgradients and two lo ality measures.
We denote by m the lowest index j satisfying j = k (that is, m is the index
of the iteration after the latest serious step). Suppose that we have the urrent subgradient m 2 f ( k ), the auxiliary subgradient k+1 2 f ( k+1 ),
and the urrent aggregate subgradient ~k (note that ~1 = 1 ) available. In
addition, suppose that we have the urrent lo ality measure k+1 (see (15))
and the urrent aggregate lo ality measure ~k from the previous iteration
(note that ~1 = 0). The quite ompli ated quadrati subproblem (6) appearing in the standard bundle methods redu es to the minimization of the
fun tion

x x

x

'(1 ; 2 ; 3 ) = (1 m + 2 k+1 + 3 ~k )T Dk (1 m + 2 k+1 + 3 ~k )
+ 2(2 k+1 + 3 ~k );

y

(17)

P
where i  0 for i 2 f1; 2; 3 g and 3i=1 i = 1. The optimal values ki ,
i 2 f1; 2; 3 g an be al ulated by using simple formulae (see [24℄). However,
sin e we do not form the matrix Dk expli itly, we have to use limited memory
BFGS (the rst null step after any serious step) or SR1 (more than one
onse utive null steps) update to impli itly de ne the approximation of the
inverse of the Hessian matrix.

8

Now the next aggregate subgradient ~k+1 is de ned as a onvex ombination
of the three subgradients mentioned above:
~k+1 = k1 m + k2 k+1 + k3 ~k

(18)

and the next aggregate lo ality measure ~k+1 as a onvex ombination of the
two lo ality measures:
~k+1 = k2 k+1 + k3 ~k :

(19)

Note that the aggregate values are omputed only if the last step was a null
step. Otherwise, we set ~k+1 = k+1 2 f ( k+1 ) and ~k+1 = 0.

x

2.4

Stopping Criterion

For smooth fun tions, a ne essary ondition for a lo al minimum is that
the gradient has to be zero and by ontinuity it be omes small when we
are lose to an optimal point. This is no longer true when we repla e the
gradient by an arbitrary subgradient. Due to the subgradient aggregation,
we have quite a useful approximation to the gradient, namely the aggregate
subgradient ~k . However, as a stopping riterion, the dire t test k~k k < ",
for some " > 0, is too un ertain, if the urrent pie ewise linear approximation
(see (3)) is too rough. Therefore, we use the approximation Dk of the inverse
of the Hessian matrix and the aggregate subgradient lo ality measure ~k
to improve the a ura y of the norm of the aggregate subgradient. The
aggregate subgradient lo ality measure ~k approximates the a ura y of the
urrent linearization: If the value of the lo ality measure is large, then the
linearization is rough. On the other hand, if the value is near zero, then the
linearization is quite a urate and, thus, we an stop the algorithm if the
norm of the aggregate subgradient is small enough.
Sin e in pra ti e the matrix Dk is not formed expli itly we use the dire tion
ve tor k = Dk ~k instead. Hen e, the stopping parameter wk at iteration
k is de ned by

d

wk = 2~k

T

d

k

+ 4 ~k :

(20)

The multipliers 2 and 4 in (20) are hosen experimentally su h that the
a ura y of the new method would be approximately the same as with the
other bundle methods. Note that the parameter wk is also used during the
line sear h pro edure (see (12)) to represent the desirable amount of des ent.
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This rst part of our stopping riterion is quite similar to that of the original
variable metri bundle method. However, in pra ti e the limited memory
approximation Dk of the inverse of the Hessian matrix is not very a urate
and omputational experiments showed that some a idental terminations
may o ur (that is, the optimization was terminated before the minimum
point was a tually a hieved). Thus, we added a se ond stopping parameter
qk , whi h does not depend on the matrix Dk . The se ond stopping parameter
is similar to that in standard bundle methods (see, e.g. [20℄), that is
1 T
qk = ~k ~k + ~k :
2

(21)

Now, the stopping riterion is given by:
If wk < " and qk < 103 ", for given " > 0, then stop.

(22)

As before, the multiplier 103 above is hosen experimentally.
2.5

Algorithm

We are now ready to present the limited memory bundle method for nonsmooth large-s ale un onstrained optimization.

Algorithm 1. (Limited Memory Bundle Method).

Data: Sele t the upper and the lower bounds tmax > 1 and tmin 2 (0; 1)
for serious steps. Sele t positive line sear h parameters "L 2 (0; 1=2)
and "R 2 ("L ; 1). Choose the nal a ura y toleran e " > 0, the
distan e measure parameter  0 ( = 0 if f is onvex), and the
lo ality measure parameter !  1.

Step 0: (Initialization.) Choose a starting point x1
y1 = x1. Compute

x
x

f1 = f ( 1 )
1 2 f ( 1 ):

2 Rn .

Set 1 = 0 and

and

Set the iteration ounter k = 1.

Step 1: (Serious step initialization.) Set the aggregate subgradient ~k = k
and the aggregate subgradient lo ality measure ~k = 0. Set an index
for the serious step m = k.
10

Step 2: (Dire tion nding.) Compute

d

k

= Dk ~k

by a limited memory BFGS update, if m = k (Algorithm 3) and by
a limited memory SR1 update, otherwise (Algorithm 2). Note that
1 = ~1 .

d

Step 3: (Stopping riterion.) Cal ulate wk and qk by (20) and (21), respe tively. If wk < " and qk < 103 ", then stop.
Step 4: (Line sear h.) Cal ulate the initial step size tkI 2 [tmin ; tmax ). Determine the step sizes tkR 2 (0; tkI ℄ and tkL 2 [0; tkR ℄ to take either a serious
step or a null step (that is, he k whether (12) or (14) is valid). Set
the orresponding values

x +1 = x
y +1 = x

d
d

+ tkL k ;
k
k
k + tR k ;
fk+1 = f ( k+1 );
k+1 2 f ( k+1 ):
k

u

k

s y

x
y

x

d

k
k
Set k = k+1 m and k = k+1
k = tR k . If tL > 0 (serious
step), set k+1 = 0, k = k + 1, and go to Step 1. Otherwise, al ulate
the lo ality measure k+1 by (15).
P
Step 5: (Aggregation.) Determine multipliers ki  0, i 2 f1; 2; 3g, 3i=1 ki =
1 that minimize the fun tion (17), where Dk is obtained by the limited memory BFGS update, if m = k and by the limited memory
SR1 update, otherwise. Set

~k+1 = k1 m + k2 k+1 + k3 ~k

~k+1 = k2 k+1 + k3 ~k :

and

Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 2.
Note that in Steps 2 and 5, the matri es Dk are not formed expli itly but the
sear h dire tion k , and the aggregate values ~k+1 , and ~k+1 are al ulated
using the di eren e ve tors k and k .
As mentioned in Subse tion 2.3, the aggregation pro edure uses only three
subgradients and two lo ality measures to al ulate the new aggregate values.
In pra ti e, this means that the minimum size of the bundle m is 2 and a
larger bundle is used only for the sele tion of the initial step size (see [24℄).

d

u

s
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2.6

Matrix Updating

Finally, we need to onsider how to update the approximation Dk of the
inverse of the Hessian matrix and thus, how to nd the sear h dire tion k .
Note that until this point, the pro edures des ribed are very similar to those
of the original variable metri bundle method [24℄.
We use a ompa t representation of limited memory matri es (see [1℄), sin e
in addition to the BFGS updating formula, we need the SR1 updating formula
and for SR1 updates, there exists no re ursive updating formula analogous to
that given in [21℄. Moreover, the ompa t representation of limited memory
matri es fa ilitates the possibility to generalize the method for onstrained
optimization.
The basi idea of the limited memory matrix updating is that instead of
storing the matri es Dk , we use the information of the last few iterations
to impli itly de ne the approximation of the inverse of the Hessian. This is
done by storing a ertain number of orre tion pairs ( i ; i ), (i < k), where

d

y

s = y +1 x
u =  +1 

su

and

k

k

k

k

k

m

(23)

:

x

Here, as before, k+1 is the urrent auxiliary iteration point, k is the urrent
iteration point, and k+1 and m are the orresponding subgradients of these
points (m is the index of the iteration after the latest serious step). When
the storage spa e available is used up, the oldest orre tions are deleted to
make room for new ones. All the subsequent iterations are of this form: one
orre tion pair is deleted and a new one is inserted.
Let us denote by m the maximum number of stored orre tions supplied by
the user (3  m ) and by mk = min f k 1; m g the urrent number of stored
orre tions. We assume that the maximum number of stored orre tions m
is onstant, although it is possible to adapt all the formulae of this subse tion
to the ase where m varies at every iteration (see, e.g., [9℄).
The n  mk -dimensional orre tion matri es Sk and Uk are de ned by

s
u



Sk =

Uk =

k mk
k mk

:::
:::

s
u

k
k

1





and

(24)

1 :

These orre tion matri es are used to impli itly de ne the approximation of
the inverse of the Hessian matrix at ea h iteration. When a new auxiliary
iteration point k+1 is generated, the new orre tion matri es Sk+1 and Uk+1
are obtained by deleting the oldest orre tions k m and k m from Sk and

y

s
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k

u

k

Uk if mk+1 = mk (that is, k > m ) and by adding the most re ent orre tions
k and k to the matri es. Thus, ex ept for the rst few iterations, we always
have the m most re ent orre tion pairs ( i ; i ) available.
We de ne the inverse limited memory BFGS update by the formula (see [1℄)

s

u

su



Dk = #k I + Sk #k Uk





(Rk 1 )T (Ck + #k UkT Uk )Rk 1
Rk 1

( Rk 1 ) T
0





SkT
:
#k UkT
(25)

Here, Rk is an upper triangular matrix of order mk given by the form
(

(Rk )ij =

s

(k
0

mk

1+i )T (uk

mk

1+j ) if i  j
otherwise,

(26)

Ck is a diagonal matrix of order mk su h that

s

Ck = diag [

T
k mk

u

k mk

;:::;

s 1u
T
k

k

1 ℄;

(27)

and the multiplier #k > 0 is given by
#k =

u 1s
u 1u
T
k
T
k

k
k

1:
1

(28)

In addition, we de ne the inverse limited memory SR1 update (see [1℄) by
Dk = #k I

(#k Uk

Sk )(#k UkT Uk

Rk

RkT + Ck ) 1 (#k Uk

Sk )T ; (29)

where instead of (28) we use the value #k = 1 for every k.
Next, we des ribe some pro edures for updating the limited memory BFGS
and SR1 matri es. In addition to the two n  mk -matri es Sk and Uk , the
mk  mk -matri es Rk , UkT Uk , and Ck are stored. Sin e in pra ti e mk is
learly smaller than n, the storage spa e required by these three auxiliary
matri es is insigni ant but the savings in omputational e orts are onsiderable. We also give some ideas of how the sear h dire tion k an be
al ulated by using these di erent updates. After dis ussing the al ulations
separately, we then link them together.
At the k-th iteration, we have to update the limited memory representation
of Dk 1 to get Dk . Thus, we delete a olumn from Sk 1 and Uk 1 and add
a new olumn to ea h of these matri es. Then, we make the orresponding
updates to Rk 1 , UkT 1 Uk 1 , and Ck 1 . These updates an be done in O(m2k )
operations by storing a small amount of additional information, namely the

d
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mk -ve tors SkT 1 m and UkT 1 m from the previous iteration. For example,
the new triangular matrix Rk is formed from Rk 1 (see (26)) by deleting the
rst row and the rst olumn if mk = mk 1 and by adding a new olumn to
the right and a new row to the bottom of the matrix. The new olumn is
given by
SkT

u

1 = SkT (k

k

m )

(30)

and the new row has the value zero in its rst mk 1 omponents. The
produ t SkT k 1 an be omputed eÆ iently sin e we already know mk 1
omponents of SkT m from SkT 1 m . We only need to al ulate Tk 1 m and
arry out the subtra tions. The matrix UkT Uk an be updated in a similar
way. In this ase, both the new olumn and the new row are given by UkT k 1 .
The diagonal matrix Ck is updated by deleting the rst element of Ck 1 and
adding Tk 1 k 1 as the last element (note that Ck is stored as a ve tor).
Next, we give an eÆ ient algorithm for updating the limited memory SR1 matrix Dk and for omputing the sear h dire tion k = Dk ~k . This algorithm
is used whenever the previous step was a null step. Suppose that the number
of urrent orre tions is mk and that we have the urrent iteration point k ,
the previous orre tions k 1 and k 1 , the urrent (auxiliary) subgradient
k 2 f ( k ), the urrent aggregate subgradient ~k , the basi subgradient
m 2 f ( k ), the n  mk -matri es Sk 1 and Uk 1 , the mk  mk -matri es
Rk 1 , UkT 1 Uk 1 , and Ck 1, and the ve tors SkT 1m and UkT 1 m available.

u

s

s u

d

y
x

s

u

u

x

Algorithm 2. (SR1 Updating and Dire tion Finding).

Step 1: If

T
1 ~k 1 sk 1 < 0;
then update the matri es (i.e., go to Step 2). Otherwise, skip the
updates, that is, set Sk = Sk 1, Uk = Uk 1 , Rk = Rk 1 , UkT Uk =
UkT 1 Uk 1 , Ck = Ck 1, SkT m = SkT 1m , and UkT m = UkT 1 m and go
to Step 6.

d 1u
T
k

k

Step 2: Obtain Sk and Uk by updating Sk 1 and Uk 1 .
Step 3: Compute mk -ve tors SkT k and UkT k .

Step 4: Compute mk -ve tors SkT uk 1 and UkT uk 1 by using the fa t

u

k

1 = k

Store mk -ve tors SkT m and UkT m .
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m :

Step 5: Update mk  mk -matri es Rk , UkT Uk , and Ck .
Step 6: Set #k = 1:0.
Step 7: Compute mk -ve tors SkT ~k and UkT ~k .
Step 8: Compute

p = (# U
k

T
k

Uk

Step 9: Compute

d

k

Rk

RkT + Ck ) 1 (#k UkT ~k

SkT ~k ):

p

= #k ~k + (#k Uk

Sk ) :

Note that the ondition (see Step 1)

du
T
i

i

~i

T

s

i

<0

for all i = 1; : : : ; k

1

(31)

assures the positive de niteness of the matri es obtained by the limited memory SR1 update (see [6℄).
Due to the fa t that after a serious step the aggregate subgradient ~k = k 2
f ( k ) and

x

s = x +1 x
u =  +1  ;
k

k

k

k

k

k

and

s

u

(note that in the ase of a serious step this representation of k and k is
not on i ting with (23)), the al ulations used are very similar to those
given in [1℄. In fa t, all the al ulations in [1℄ ould be done by repla ing the
gradient rf ( ) by an arbitrary subgradient  2 f ( ). However, rather than
updating and inverting the upper triangular matrix Rk at every iteration, we
update and store the inverse Rk 1 .
We now give an eÆ ient algorithm for updating the limited memory BFGS
matrix Dk and for omputing the sear h dire tion k = Dk k when the previous step was a serious step. Suppose that we have the urrent subgradient
k 2 f ( k ), the previous subgradient k 1 2 f ( k 1 ), the mk  mk matri es Rk 11 , UkT 1 Uk 1 , and Ck 1, and the previous multiplier #k 1 available.

x

x

d

x
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Algorithm 3. (BFGS Updating and Dire tion Finding).
Step 1: If

u 1s

1 > 0;
then update the matri es (i.e., go to Step 2). Otherwise, skip the
updates, that is, set Sk = Sk 1, Uk = Uk 1 , Rk = Rk 1 , UkT Uk =
UkT 1 Uk 1 , Ck = Ck 1 , and #k = #k 1 , ompute SkT k and UkT k , and
go to Step 7.
T
k

k

Step 2: Obtain Sk and Uk by updating Sk 1 and Uk 1 .
Step 3: Compute and store mk -ve tors SkT k and UkT k .

Step 4: Compute mk -ve tors SkT uk 1 and UkT uk 1 by using the fa t

u

1 = k

k

k 1 :

Step 5: Update mk  mk -matri es Rk 1 , UkT Uk , and Ck .

Step 6: If uTk 1 uk 1 > 0, ompute #k

u 1s 1 :
# =
u 1u 1
Note that both u 1 s 1 and u 1 u 1 have already been
T
k
T
k

k

T
k

T
k

k

Otherwise, set #k = 1:0.

k

k

k

Step 7: Compute two intermediate values
p1 = Rk 1SkT k ;
p2 = (R 1)T (Ckp1 + #k U T Uk p1
k

k

Step 8: Compute

d

k

p

= #k Uk 1

p

Sk 2

al ulated.

#k UkT k ):

#k k :

Note that the ondition (see Step 1)

us

T
i i

>0

for all i = 1; : : : ; k

1

(32)

assures the positive de niteness of the matri es obtained by the limited memory BFGS update (see, e.g., [1℄).
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In order to use both the Algorithms 2 and 3 with the same stored information,
some modi ations have to be made. Firstly, we have to update and store
both matri es Rk and Rk 1 at ea h iteration regardless of the update formula
we are using. In addition, sin e we use the same orre tion matri es Sk and
Uk for the al ulations of both the BFGS and the SR1 updates, we have to
test both the positive de niteness onditions (31) and (32) in ea h ase before
we update the matri es. However, numeri al experiments have showed that
the simple skipping of the updates (see Algorithms 2 and 3, Step 1), if both
the required onditions are not satis ed, makes the method quite ineÆ ient.
This is due to the fa t that the BFGS update was usually skipped due to
ondition (31) required for the SR1 update. Therefore, we use the most re ent
orre tions k 1 and k 1 to al ulate the new sear h dire tion k whenever
the required positive de niteness ondition is valid but the matri es are not
updated unless both the onditions (31) and (32) are satis ed. In pra ti e,
this means that the orre tion matri es Sk and Uk may a tually in lude some
indi es smaller than k mk and that the number of the urrent orre tions
used may be mk = m + 1.
The new limited memory bundle method uses a limited memory approa h
to al ulate the sear h dire tion and it requires only three subgradients and
two lo ality measures to al ulate the new aggregate values. Thus, the timeonsuming quadrati subproblem (6) appearing in standard bundle methods
needs not to be solved and the size of the bundle needs not to in rease with
the dimension of the problem. Furthermore, both the sear h dire tion k
and the aggregate values ~k+1 and ~k+1 an be omputed impli itly using at
most O(nm ) operations. Assuming m  n, this is mu h less than O(n2 )
operations needed with the original variable metri bundle method, whi h
stores and manipulates the whole matrix Dk . These improvements make
the limited memory bundle method suitable for large-s ale problems. This
assertion is supported by numeri al tests presented in Se tion 4.

s

u

d

d

3

Large-S ale Nonsmooth Test Problems

Many pra ti al optimization appli ations involve nonsmooth fun tions of
many variables. However, there exist only few large-s ale a ademi test problems for the nonsmooth ase. For this reason, we now introdu e a new set
of large-s ale un onstrained minimization problems for nonsmooth optimization.
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We have made 10 nonsmooth problems whi h all an be formulated with any
number of variables. The problems are onstru ted either by haining and
extending small existing nonsmooth problems or by \nonsmoothing" large
smooth problems (that is, for example, by repla ing the term x2i with jxi j).
First, we give the formulation of the obje tive fun tion f ( ) and the starting
point 1 for ea h problem. Then, we olle t some details of the problems as
well as the referen es to the original problems in Table 1.

x

x

1. Generalization of MAXQ
f (x) = max1  x2 .
i n

x1i = i,
x1i = i,

i

for i = 1; : : : ; n=2 and
for i = n=2 + 1; : : : ; n.

2. Generalization of MXHILB
P
f (x) = max1 
=1 + 1 .
x1i = 1,

xj
i j

n
j

i n

for all i = 1; : : : ; n.

3. Chained LQ

P
f (x) = =11 max
n
i

x1i = 0:5,

xi

xi+1 ; xi

n
i

i

i

xi )2 + (2

xi+1 )2 ; 2e

+

xi xi+1

for all i = 1; : : : ; n.

5. Chained CB3 II
P
f (x) = max P =11
1

 P

x4i + x2i+1 ; in=11 ((2
x +x +1
) .
=1 (2e

n
i
n
i

x1i = 2,

1) .

for all i = 1; : : : ; n.

4. Chained CB3 I

P
f (x) = =11 max x4 + x2+1 ; (2
x1i = 2,

xi+1 + (x2i + x2i+1

i

i

for all i = 1; : : : ; n.
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xi )2 + (2

xi+1 )2 ) ;

.

6. Number of A tive Fa es
P
f (x) = max1  f g (
=1 x ) ; g (x ) g,
n
i

i n

i

i

where g (y ) = ln (jy j + 1).
x1i = 1,
for all i = 1; : : : ; n.

7. Nonsmooth generalization of Brown fun tion 2

P 1
+1
+1
.
+ jx +1 j
f (x) = =1 jx j
n
i

x1i = 1,
x1i = 1,

i

x2i+1

i

x2i

when mod (i; 2) = 1; (i = 1; : : : ; n) and
when mod (i; 2) = 0; (i = 1; : : : ; n).

8. Chained Miin 2
P
f (x) = =11 x + 2
n
i

x1i = 1,

x2i + x2i+1

i


1 + 1:75 x2i + x2i+1



1 .

for all i = 1; : : : ; n.

9. Chained Cres ent I
P
f (x) = max P =11 x2 + (x +1
1
2
n
i
n
i

i

xi

=1

x1i = 1:5,
x1i = 2:0,


1)2 + xi+1 1 ;
(xi+1 1)2 + xi+1 + 1 .
i

when mod (i; 2) = 1; (i = 1; : : : ; n) and
when mod (i; 2) = 0; (i = 1; : : : ; n).

10. Chained Cres ent II

P
f (x) = =11 max x2 + (x +1
2
2
n
i

x1i = 1:5,
x1i = 2:0,

xi

i

(xi+1

i

1)2 + xi+1 1;
1) + xi+1 + 1 .

when mod (i; 2) = 1; (i = 1; : : : ; n) and
when mod (i; 2) = 0; (i = 1; : : : ; n).

The details of the problems are given in Table 1, where P denotes the problem number, f (  ) is the minimum value of the obje tive fun tion, and the

x
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f (x  )

P
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

*

0.0
0.0 p
(n 1) 2
2(n 1)
2(n 1)
0.0
0.0
varies
0.0
0.0
f

Table 1: Test problems
Convex Original problem and referen e
+
+
+
+
+

MAXQ, n = 20, see, e.g., [20℄
MXHILB, n = 50, see, e.g., [18℄
LQ, n = 2, see, e.g., [20℄
CB3, n = 2, see, e.g., [20℄
CB3, n = 2, see, e.g., [20℄
See [5℄
Generalization of Brown fun tion 2, see, e.g., [15℄
Miin 2, n = 2, see, e.g., [20℄
Cres ent, n = 2, see, e.g., [20℄
Cres ent, n = 2, see, e.g., [20℄

(x )  6:51 for n = 10, f (x )  70:15 for n = 100 and f (x )  706:55 for n = 1000.

symbols (non onvex) and + ( onvex) denote the onvexity of the problems. Also the referen es to the original problem in ea h ase are given in
Table 1.
4

Numeri al Experiments

In order to get some information of how the new method works in pra ti e
when ompared to other nonsmooth methods, we tested di erent existing
programs with several problems. In this se tion, we rst introdu e the tested
software. Then, we give the results from the numeri al experiments and draw
some on lusions.
4.1

Tested Software

In this subse tion, we rst introdu e the programs used in our experiments.
The experiments were performed in a SGI Origin 2000/128 super omputer
(MIPS R12000, 600 M op/s/pro essor). The algorithms were implemented
in FORTRAN77 with double-pre ision arithmeti . The pie es of software
tested are presented in Table 2. None of the nonsmooth optimization programs PVAR, PBUN, PNEW, and PBNCGC has been developed for large-s ale optimization. On the other hand, we wanted to get some information of the
behavior of the new program LMBM espe ially with large-s ale problems. For
this reason, we used the smooth large-s ale optimization program L-BFGS
as a ben hmark. Thus, all the programs were rst tested with 22 smooth
20

Table 2: Tested pie es of software
Software

Author(s)

Method

Referen e

PVAR
PNEW
PBUN
PBNCGC
L-BFGS
LMBM

Luksan & Vlek
Luksan & Vlek
Luksan & Vlek
Makela
No edal
Haarala

Variable metri bundle
Bundle-Newton
Proximal bundle
Proximal bundle
Limited memory BFGS
Limited memory bundle

[14, 24℄
[13℄
[17℄
[20℄
[12, 21℄

minimization problems, whi h all ould be formulated with any number of
variables. A detailed des ription of these problems an be found in [15℄.
Then, the programs for nonsmooth optimization (that is, all the programs in
Table 2 ex ept L-BFGS) were tested with 10 nonsmooth minimization problems des ribed earlier. Finally, the programs for nonsmooth optimization
were tested with a pra ti al nonsmooth image restoration problem. A detailed des ription of the problem an be found in [10℄.
4.2

Numeri al Results

Smooth test problems.

All the programs given in Table 2 were rst
tested with 22 smooth problems with the numbers of variables 10, 100 and
1000 and in ase of the limited memory programs L-BFGS and LMBM also with
10 000 variables.
We tested the bundle programs PVAR, PNEW, PBUN, PBNCGC, and LMBM with
relatively small sizes of the bundle (m ). That is, m = 10 for the bundleNewton program PNEW and for both the proximal bundle programs PBUN
and PBNCGC, and m = 2 for the variable metri bundle programs PVAR and
LMBM. For the limited memory programs L-BFGS and LMBM, the maximum
number of stored orre tions (m ) was set to 7. As a stopping parameter,
we used " = 10 6 in all the ases. The other parameters used were hosen
experimentally.
In the test results to be reported, we say that the optimization terminated
su essfully if



the problem was solved with the desired a ura y. That is, wk  ",
T
where wk = 12 k~k k2 + ~k in PNEW, PBUN, and PBNCGC, wk = ~k Dk ~k +
T
2 ~k in PVAR, wk = 2 ~k Dk ~k + 4 ~k in LMBM (note that also 21 k~k k2 +
~k  103 "), and wk = krf ( k )k= maxf1; k k kg in L-BFGS.

x
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x

In addition, for the programs PVAR, PNEW, PBUN and LMBM we say that the
optimization terminated su essfully if

 jfk+1

fk j  1:0  10 8 in 10 subsequent iterations.

Otherwise, we say that the optimization failed.
The results of the smooth experiments are summarized in Figure 1 and in
Table 3. In Figure 1, we give the average CPU time elapsed for problems
in proportion to the number of variables for ea h of the six programs (note
that we have naturally al ulated some extra data points to obtain a realisti
gure). In Table 3, we have al ulated the average number of iterations (Ni)
and fun tion evaluations (Nf) needed for problems of di erent sizes. The
problems where the optimization has failed (fail) are not in luded in the data.
Sin e for almost every tested program there existed one problem in the set
of 22 problems that needed mu h more iterations than the others, we also
removed in ea h ase the problems that used the largest and the smallest
number of iterations. In addition, we give the number of the ina urate
results o urred (#) within the 22 problems. That is, the number of problems
where optimization has not failed but the pre ision of the result is more than
two signi ant digits greater than the desired a ura y of the solution. The
blanks in the table mean that the problems were not tested in these ases.
10
PNEW
PVAR
PBNCGC
PBUN
L−BFGS
LMBM

9

8

CPU time elapsed (sec)

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0

100
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Number of variables

700
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Figure 1: Average CPU time elapsed for smooth problems.
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Table 3: Average results with 22 smooth problems.
Program/n
10
100
1000
10000
Ni/Nf/fail Ni/Nf/fail
Ni/Nf/fail
Ni/Nf/fail
(1)
PVAR
34/35/0 170/179/0 1668/1885/0
{
PNEW
20/21/0
35/38/0
20/21/3
{
PBUN
71/73/0 216/218/1(4) 1407/1410/1(7)
{
PBNCGC
80/99/0 338/428/0
2414/4131/0
{
L-BFGS
36/45/0 181/212/1
960/998/3
13142/14522/5(1)
LMBM
31/34/0
92/105/0
338/355/0
6432/7587/0(1)
(#) Number (#) of ina urate results obtained.
To sum up, all the tested programs worked well for small- and medium-s ale
problems (n  100) but with large-s ale problems the programs other than
those using the limited memory approa h be ame omputationally ineÆ ient
(see Figure 1). The new limited memory bundle program LMBM was the most
eÆ ient method in all the ases. It found the lo al minimum in a reliable
way and in our experiments it was also very robust while, for example, PVAR
and PBUN were very sensitive to the hoi e of internal parameters. Also the
limited memory BFGS program L-BFGS was eÆ ient with both small- and
large-s ale smooth problems. However, when the dimension of the problems
in reased, L-BFGS had some diÆ ulties with the line sear h and it failed to
solve some of the problems.

Nonsmooth test problems.

The programs for nonsmooth optimization
(that is, all the programs in Table 2 ex ept L-BFGS) were tested also with
the ten nonsmooth minimization problems 1{10 des ribed in Se tion 3. The
numbers of variables used were 10, 100 and 1000.
We tested the programs with di erent sizes of bundles (m ). For the bundleNewton program PNEW and for both the proximal bundle programs PBUN and
PBNCGC, the sizes of bundles used were 10 and 100, and for the variable metri
bundle programs PVAR and LMBM, the sizes of bundles were 2 and 100. For
LMBM, the maximum number of stored orre tions (m ) was set to 7.
In our nonsmooth experiments, the following values of parameters were used:



For onvex problems 1{5, the distan e measure parameter = 0 was
used with the programs PBUN, PBNCGC, and LMBM.
With PNEW, the distan e measure parameter = 0:001 was used sin e
the value of has to be positive (see [13℄).
With PVAR, the onvex version of the program was used.
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For non onvex problems 6{10, the distan e measure parameter =
0:50 was used with all the programs and we used the non onvex
version of the program PVAR.
The stopping parameter " = 10 5 was used in all the ases.
Otherwise, the default parameters were used with all the programs.
In addition to the stopping riteria already mentioned, we terminated
the experiments if the CPU time elapsed ex eeded half an hour.

The average results of the nonsmooth experiments are summarized in Table 4.
For all the programs, we rst give the results obtained with the smaller bundle
and then below the results obtained with the larger bundle. The average CPU
time elapsed (time) is given in se onds. Otherwise, the results are given as
before and in ea h ase we have removed from the data the problems that
used the largest and the smallest number of iterations.
Table 4: Average results with 10 nonsmooth problems.
Program/n
10
100
1000
Ni/Nf/fail time Ni/Nf/fail time
Ni/Nf/fail
PVAR
185/200/1 0.006 589/597/2
0.29 17782/6497/3(3)
81/86/0 0.005 303/311/1
0.26 1713/1717/3(1)
PNEW
80/89/1 0.014 296/314/3
3.26
164/273/1(2)
90/98/0 0.084 144/158/2
8.33
73/146/1(2)
PBUN
101/105/0 0.007 840/918/1
0.30
913/1031/4
56/59/0 0.007 222/230/2
0.73
1958/2010/1
PBNCGC
55/64/0 0.005 16799/16957/3 7.94 139526/139545/0(1)
41/50/0 0.005 269/307/1
2.61
3337/3348/1
LMBM
583/3113/0 0.031 373/1176/0 0.08
420/1374/0
126/152/0 0.008 238/269/0(1) 0.10
232/283/1(1)
(#) Number (#) of ina urate results obtained.

time
902.61
156.61
1324.12
957.61
10.17
46.13
906.20
771.85
0.76
1.38

For smooth problems, the average results (see Table 3 and Figure 1) give
quite a realisti impression of the behavior of the programs. However, for
nonsmooth problems, the average results given in Table 4 may be misleading
espe ially when the size of the problems is large. For example, with 1000
variables, the proximal bundle program PBNCGC either used the whole time
limit available (in problems 1, 3, 4, 8 and 10) or then solved the problem
really fast (in problems 2, 5, 6, 7 and 9). In fa t, PBNCGC (with m = 100)
was the most eÆ ient program tested with three problems (that is, problems
2, 6 and 7). The same kind of an e e t an also be seen with the other
24

proximal bundle program PBUN, although it never needed the whole time
limit and, on the other hand, it was the most eÆ ient program only with one
problem (in problem 1). PBUN was also the only program that ould solve
problem 1 with 1000 variables properly within the given time limit. With
all the other problems our new program LMBM, was the most eÆ ient method
with 1000 variables. In fa t, LMBM was usually the most eÆ ient program also
with 100 variables but the di eren es were not substantial in these ases. In
all the ases, LMBM outperformed the original variable metri bundle program
PVAR and the bundle Newton program PNEW already with 100 variables.
With large-s ale problems, our new program LMBM usually needed less iterations and fun tion evaluations than the other programs ex ept the bundle
Newton program PNEW whi h, however, was the most time- onsuming of the
programs tested due to matrix operations. Thus, LMBM should be an eÆ ient
method also in the ases where the fun tion and the subgradient evaluations
are expensive.
Now, let us for a while on entrate only on our new program LMBM sin e in
large-s ale ases it usually outperforms the other bundle programs tested.
We tested LMBM with di erent sizes of bundles and with di erent maximum
numbers of stored orre tions. The sizes of the bundles were the same as
before, that is m = 2 and m = 100, and the maximum numbers of stored
orre tions were set to 3, 7, and 15. In what follows, we denote these di erent
modi ations by LMBM(3), LMBM(7), and LMBM(15).
In Table 5, we report the results obtained with the di erent modi ations
of our new program for ea h nonsmooth problem with 1000 variables. As
before, we rst give the results obtained with the smaller bundle and then
below the results obtained with the larger bundle. At the bottom of Table 5,
we give the average results al ulated exa tly as in Table 4. Our goal is to
identify the lasses of problems for whi h our new program is e e tive. In
addition, we are interested in the best values for the maximum number of
stored orre tions and the size of the bundle.
It an be seen in Table 5 that our new program had serious diÆ ulties with
problem 1. These diÆ ulties were quite predi table, sin e there exists only
one nonzero omponent in the subgradient ve tor of the obje tive fun tion
at ea h iteration. In pra ti e, this means that the approximation of the
inverse of the Hessian matrix be omes sparse, and thus, the sear h dire tion
may be quite ina urate. Also smooth limited memory methods have been
reported to be best suited for problems where the Hessian matrix is not very
sparse [12℄.
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Table 5: Results with the nonsmooth problems with 1000 variables.

P
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LMBM(3)

LMBM(7)

LMBM(15)

Ni/Nf
Time
Ni/Nf
Time
Ni/Nf
Time



2390162/2390383 1800.00 1627489/2098714 1800.00 914774/915235 1800.00
fail
{
fail
{
fail
{
326/1007
70.78
61/135
9.49
104/263
18.49
322/417
30.00
62/102
7.28
63/104
7.36
167/528
0.12
152/422
0.13
223/587
0.27
138/163
0.36
153/195
0.44
203/303
0.77
158/483
0.22
250/820
0.43
263/825
0.54
32/33
0.03
125/159
0.35
219/331
0.96
32/87
0.04
150/424
0.22
169/372
0.22
32/38
0.04
81/89
0.14
58/60
0.09
536/537
0.22
538/539
0.22
538/539
0.23
529/531
2.16
529/531
2.13
529/531
2.13
283/1179
2.19
417/1672
3.33
237/431
0.99
237/244
1.17
168/183
2.56
183/224
0.92
416/1319
0.28
710/2462
0.64
1351/3315
1.62
230/308
0.79
479/650
2.08
1749/2192
9.00
149/351
0.10
92/103
0.06
142/238
0.11
159/162
0.52
143/143
0.38
127/268
0.30
774/4312
0.71
1049/4509
1.07
867/3062
1.17
276/342
1.00
477/559
2.73
366/467
1.64
Aver.
351/1215
9.33
420/1374
0.76
474/1171
0.64
Aver.
199/239
4.84
232/283
1.38
241/318
2.01
* An ina urate result obtained.

The program LMBM had also some diÆ ulties with problem 2. With all the
tested versions, the optimization was terminated before the minimum point
was a tually a hieved. The reason for this premature termination is that at
every iteration, the subgradient ve tor of the obje tive fun tion is of the form
(1=i; 1=(i + 1); : : : ; 1=(i + n 1)), where i is the index of the max-fun tion.
When i is large, the norm of the subgradient be omes small and we stop
the omputation. For some reason, the approximation of the inverse of the
Hessian matrix does not prevent this termination. Anyhow, this kind of a
diÆ ulty is very easy to avoid: we just have to tighten the se ond stopping
riterion in (22).
All the other problems 3{10 were solved su essfully with our new program
LMBM. In all these ases, the subgradient ve tor of the obje tive fun tion ontains many nonzero entries and the values of these omponents depend on the
urrent iteration point k . However, also with these problems, there o urred
some ina urate results espe ially with the version LMBM(3). The omputational times used with LMBM(3) were usually little smaller than those with
LMBM(7) or LMBM(15) but the di eren es were insigni ant. When omparing
the versions LMBM(7) and LMBM(15), there was no a substantial di eren e in

x
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the a ura y of the program. Thus, we an say that the maximum number
of stored orre tions should be at least 7.
The numbers of iterations and fun tion evaluations needed with LMBM were
usually signi antly smaller when the size of the bundle was large. This is
due to the fa t that the sele tion of the initial step size is more a urate
when a larger bundle is used. On the other hand, ea h individual iteration
was more ostly when the size of the bundle was in reased. In pra ti e, this
means that for problems with expensive obje tive fun tion and subgradient
evaluations, it is better to use larger bundles, and thus, fewer iterations and
fun tion evaluations.
We on lude from these experiments that our new method is best suited for
problems with dense subgradient ve tors where omponents depend on the
urrent iteration point k (that is, the omponents are not onstants). In
addition, we on lude that the maximum number of stored orre tions should
be at least 7.

x

Image restoration problem.

Finally, we tested the nonsmooth optimization programs with a onvex image restoration problem (see [10℄). Sin e for
problems 1{10, the results of our new program with a small maximum number of stored orre tions (m = 3) were quite ina urate, we only tested the
image restoration problem with m = 7 and m = 15. The stopping parameter " = 10 4 was used with all the programs. Otherwise, the parameters
similar to the onvex problems 1{5 were used.
In Figures 2 and 3, we give the CPU times elapsed with the problem with
a di erent number of variables. In addition, we give some more spe i ed
results for the problem with 100, 500, and 1000 variables in Table 6, where
f denotes the value of the obje tive fun tion at termination.
From the numeri al results, we an on lude the superiority of the limited
memory bundle program LMBM when omparing the omputational times (see
Figures 2 and 3). In all the ases, it used signi antly less CPU time than the
other programs. However, the a ura y of the new program was somewhat
disappointing. The minima of the obje tive fun tion found with LMBM were
usually a little bit greater than with the other programs (espe ially those
found with the proximal bundle programs PBNCGC and PBUN). In all the ases,
the result obtained with our new program LMBM be ame more a urate when
the maximum number of stored orre tions or the size of the bundle was
in reased (see Table 6).
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Figure 2: CPU time elapsed for the problem with small bundles.
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Figure 3: CPU time elapsed for the problem with large bundles.
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Table 6: Results for the image restoration problem.
Program/n
100
500
1000
Ni/Nf
f
Ni/Nf
f
Ni/Nf
PVAR
370/370 0.79751 1787/1787 4.87495 3281/3281
266/266 0.79750 1689/1689 4.86216 2932/2932
PNEW
993/1138 0.79752
998/1185
4.87698
267/293
242/250 0.79750
773/861
4.87243
110/121
PBUN
45232/51461 0.79750 196206/233754 4.86189 377092/480182
2281/2310 0.79750 71081/79933 4.86200 43136/48470
PBNCGC
5900/5901 0.79751 25568/25569 4.86194 116058/116059
300/301 0.79751 3590/3591 4.86194 9913/9914
LMBM(7)
392/821 0.79845 2280/2545 4.89094 5792/6121
643/710 0.79827 3486/3524 4.87367 11642/11677
LMBM(15)
333/779 0.79824 3543/4341 4.87126 8534/9133
502/608 0.79823 5388/5522 4.86814 12148/12246

f

9.86366
9.80222
11.39220
12.36375
9.76172
9.76818
9.76172
9.76184
9.82068
9.80511
9.80616
9.78286

Note that the results obtained with this pra ti al problem di er a lot from
those obtained before with smooth problems and with nonsmooth problems 1{10 espe ially with the program PBUN. In all the ases, PBUN used
mu h more iterations and fun tion evaluations than the other proximal bundle program PBNCGC (see Table 6). It was also very time- onsuming (see
Figures 2 and 3) while with smooth problems and with problems 1{10 it was
the most eÆ ient of the urrent bundle programs tested. On the other hand,
the variable metri bundle program PVAR was the most eÆ ient of the urrent
bundle programs, while with a ademi problems it was very time- onsuming.
Also LMBM behaved a little di erently with the pra ti al problem than before:
In ea h ase it used more iterations and fun tion evaluations when the larger
bundle was used. However, as said before, also the results obtained with
LMBM be ame more a urate when the size of the bundle was in reased.
We on lude from these experiments that our new method was usually the
most eÆ ient method for large-s ale problems. With smooth problems, the
new limited memory bundle program LMBM was almost twi e as fast as the
limited memory variable metri program L-BFGS that has been developed for
smooth large-s ale minimization. In addition, for example, with 1000 variables, LMBM was on an average about 5 times faster than the fastest bundle
program PBUN and 250 times faster than the original variable metri bundle
program PVAR. For nonsmooth problems these di eren es were even more pereptible. For example, for the image restoration problem with 500 variables,
LMBM was about 30 times faster than PVAR, 100 times faster than the proximal bundle program PBNCGC, 450 times faster than the other proximal bundle
program PBUN and 750 times faster than the bundle-Newton program PNEW.
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5

Con lusions

In this paper, we have introdu ed a new limited memory bundle method for
nonsmooth large-s ale optimization. We have also tested the performan e
of this new method with di erent minimization problems. The numeri al
experiments on rm that the new method is eÆ ient and reliable for both
smooth and nonsmooth optimization problems. With large numbers of variables it usually used signi antly less CPU time than the other programs
tested.
With smooth problems, the a ura y of the new program was omparable to
the other programs tested. However, with nonsmooth problems, the minima
found with the limited memory bundle program were often slightly greater
than those of the other programs and there o urred some ina urate results
espe ially with a small maximum number of stored orre tions. Thus, we
on lude that the maximum number of stored orre tions should be at least 7.
Our numeri al experiments showed that the limited memory bundle method
works well for both onvex and non onvex minimization problems. Yet, it is
best suited for problems with dense subgradient ve tors where omponents
depend on the urrent iteration point.
Although the new method is quite useful already, there is a lot of further work
required before the idea is omplete. Possible areas of future development
in lude the following: alternative ways of s aling the updates (espe ially, the
SR1 update), onstraint handling (simple bounds, linear onstraints, nonlinear onstraints), and parallelized version of the program.
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